Interpreting the Score Report

Sample Score Report for a NPTE Candidate

[Type Score] Report

Data Compiled: 1/27/2006 9:11:02 AM
Report Number: 128456

Date and time the report was issued.

Report # is for FSBPT internal Use.

When available, and the option is selected by a jurisdiction, photographs of the candidate are provided.

The number of times the candidate has taken a PT or PTA exam. Also reports the number of times an FSBPT - administered Jurisprudence exam has been taken for the requesting jurisdiction.

Chart enables a quick review of performance by Content Area.

Scale Scores for each Content Area range from 200 to 800. Scale Scores in each content area do not indicate “passing or failing” in a content area. They are provided so a candidate can assess where performance was stronger (higher scale score) and where performance was weaker (lower scale score).

Scale Score – The FSBPT uses a score range from 200 to 800. After July 1996, or if a jurisdiction used the scale score earlier, 600 is the minimum passing score.

Converted Score – is used by some jurisdictions for some timeframes.

Scale Scores for each Content Area range from 200 to 800.

Not all jurisdictions supply license information and not all jurisdictions update license information. License information is displayed when the reporting jurisdiction has supplied adequate information to associate the license with the individual.

License information as last reported.

Adverse Action information is displayed when a jurisdiction provides adverse action information and the adverse action is associated with the individual.

Adverse Action Information

Date Reported | Date of Action | Action Type | Reporting Status
----------|--------------|-------------|-------------------
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